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Abstract

Text-based discussions in Asynchronous Learning Networks (ALN) may not be an optimal learning environment for all learners. This paper discusses the reasons why and explores the possibility of applying multimedia to ALN. The contribution of this paper is to provide ways of diversifying the ALN learning environment to accommodate the needs of diverse learners having different learning styles.
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Introduction

According to the definition at the ALN web site (http://www.aln.org), Asynchronous Learning Networks are “people networks for anytime - anywhere learning. ALN combines self-study with substantial, rapid, asynchronous interactivity with others. In ALN, learners use computer and communications technologies to work with remote learning resources, including coaches and other learners, but without the requirement to be online at the same time.” ALN is a learning mode which has no constraints of time and place. On the surface, it sounds like ALN simply enhances the convenience of teaching and learning by providing education at anytime and anyplace. However, the real strength of ALN lies in that learning can take place at the pace of learners.

ALN Learning

Above all, ALN is a learner-centered educational mode (Hiltz, 1998) which shifts the focus of education to learners. This characteristic clearly distinguishes ALN from traditional learning, which is implemented mostly from the perspective of “the sage on the stage.” ALN, by contrast, is led by learners with teachers mostly taking the role of facilitators (Harasim et al., 1995).

Based on the conventional wisdom that there is no optimal learning environment for all learners, we can conjecture that ALN may not be a good learning environment for all learners. ALN is based on text-based communication where information is organized sequentially, which may not be a good communication mode for some learners. For example, sequential learners, who like to organize information sequentially, may experience higher interaction in ALN and are more motivated to learn, while random learners experience less benefit from ALN (Leuthold, 1999). Text-based communication may not create an optimal learning environment for some, given that learners have different preferences in terms of type or medium of information. For example, non-verbal learners are likely to learn better with non-verbal materials, such as images (Monaghan and Stenning, 1988). Thus, the text-based communication of ALN may place this type of learners at a disadvantage. At this juncture, there emerges a need for diversifying ALN, and we suggest application of multimedia to ALN.
Multimedia Learning

Before we examine the administration of multimedia in ALN, we may need to take a look at how multimedia can help the learning process of humans. It is known that our brain processes information using a special mechanism called memory. New information is input through our sensory organs, such as eyes and ears, and is processed into knowledge while going through working and long-term memory (Quealy and Langan-Fox, 1998).

Working memory, or short-term memory is actually a three-part system: central executive system, visuospatial sketch pad and phonological loop (Baddley, 1992). The central executive system controls attention while visuospatial sketch pad and phonological loop manipulate visual images (non-verbal) and speech-based (verbal) information, respectively. Thus, it seems to be a good strategy to provide learning material in the format of both image and audio simultaneously. In other words, learning is likely to be more effective when information is processed referentially through the two channels than when information is processed through only one channel. Referential processing helps learners create more cognitive paths that can be followed to retrieve the information (Mayer and Anderson, 1991).

Several studies have shown that two media improve learning (Tabers et al., 2000; Moreno and Mayer, 1999; Mayer and Anderson, 1992). However, the notion of “the more, the better” does not seem to apropos to learning. In fact, redundant media could hamper effective learning (Mayer et al., 2001). This could be attributed to the fact that working memory is limited in terms of its capacity. If the incoming information exceeds the processing capability of working memory, the excessive information is not processed. It is very crucial to present learning material in such a way that working memory is not saturated with multiple elements of information provided simultaneously. Learning could be interfered with if the limited capacity of working memory is used to process extraneous cognitive load which is not directly related to the learning material itself (Chandler and Sweller, 1991). In a nutshell, the dual mode of information representation (verbal and nonverbal) can facilitate learning if the dual mode is presented contiguously without splitting attention of learners (Tabbers et al., 2000).

Multimedia can also enhance learning effectiveness of ALN learners by helping them get accustomed to their learning environment easily and increasing their motivation for learning. For example, Walther et al. (2001) found that photographic images could improve intimacy of short-term groups. Given that most of the participants in ALN classrooms have never met before or during the course activities, photographic images may help them overcome a sense of isolation and increase intimacy among themselves. Moreno et al. (2000) found that students feel higher motivation and interest in their learning when they are placed in a learning environment where personal agents realized by multimedia are provided. Reeves and Nass (1996) argue that voices can enhance social presence and help information processing. Based on these findings, it seems that multimedia can help improve motivation of students for learning which is one of the very important factors for successful learning.

Application of Multimedia to the ALN Learning Environment

Most of the current ALN environments appear to use mostly one channel of working memory: the phonological loop which deals with the processing of verbal information. Thus, a need emerges to provide more choices of information formats and communication modes to help improve learning effectiveness as well as satisfaction of learners.

In administering multimedia in ALN, there should be some principles and guidelines to use them more effectively as well as efficiently. Some say that the system should be flexible enough to accommodate their different needs so that so-called “tool
burnout” does not happen (Scigliano and Levin, 2000). Multimedia should also be able to stimulate curiosity and motivate learning of the learner (Diaz, 1999). Others may say that the multimedia environment should be designed to minimize cognitive load of learners (Iding et al., 2002).

However, the top priority needs to be put on the learner (Mellon, 1999). No matter how well multimedia are designed and how seamlessly they are integrated into instructional design, they are nothing more than a waste of resources unless learners use them and get help from them. In a nutshell, multimedia, instructional design and the learner need to be amalgamated into the learning context to achieve the highest possible learning effectiveness.

In order to utilize multimedia most effectively, we need to examine what kind of multimedia can be used in what kind of situations. Multimedia may be more effective for some purposes than others, and some types of multimedia may be more effective for particular purposes. For example, it is known that multimedia can be an effective learning tool for procedural information rather than declarative information (Pane et al., 1996; Lawrence et al., 1994). If we need to learn how to use software, or a system, it may be much easier for users to learn from animation, rather than from plain text explanations. Animations can help learners learn the use of the software or the system more effectively and efficiently by showing them how to use it. Here, the saying that “to see is to believe” could be applied.

Although there are many kinds of multimedia, it seems that it may not be feasible to use all of them in the ALN environment. For instance, image or sound could be used easily by students. They may be able to use image or sound to present themselves without much effort. However, animations may not be easily created by students, given that it takes a considerable amount of time and energy to make them. Animations could be used by instructors to explain procedural information more efficiently. For instructors, the considerable amount of time and energy required to make an animation will be worthwhile because animations can be reused.

Research Questions

Based on several studies about cognitive and emotional multimedia learning discussed above, we may be able to safely say that multimedia can facilitate the learning process of humans. What this paper focuses on is how multimedia learning will work in the actual ALN learning environment. There seem to be few empirical studies about how multimedia and ALN learning interact each other. Thus, a key research question is how ALN learners will perceive multimedia leaning in their actual learning environment. Multimedia could complement the ALN learning environment by diversifying the mode of communication. Although multimedia can facilitate the learning process of humans and accommodate more needs of diverse learners, they are not a silver bullet. In order to reap their expected benefits, they should be used prudently. Thus, the most important thing is how we should use multimedia to facilitate learning in ALN courses.

In introducing multimedia into the ALN learning environment, one of the most important factors will be “feasibility”, that is, how practical it is for learners and instructors to use multimedia for their learning and teaching. It may not be reasonable to use all kinds of multimedia. Thus, this project aims to find the most feasible and practical possible ways of applying multimedia to the ALN learning environment. Students and instructors may show different reactions to the application of multimedia to the ALN learning environment. Also, the same students and instructors may behave differently regarding multimedia learning when they create multimedia objects vs. when they see or listen to others’ use of multimedia. Also, there are many different types of multimedia and each type has different advantages and disadvantages, and each ALN course has different learning environments and objectives. In addition, the different types of multimedia may affect the learning process in different ways. A picture may reap different results from sound in terms of perceived learning and satisfaction. Thus, how to match multimedia with learning objectives in ALN courses in order to reap maximized benefits is another research question. In this vein, the following questions are raised:

- Will students in an environment with high multimedia use report higher perceived learning?
- What will be the best possible administration of multimedia in ALN courses in terms of the frequency of use of multimedia?
- What will be the best possible match between multimedia and ALN courses in terms of multimedia type and characteristics of ALN courses?
- What reactions will ALN learners show to each type of multimedia, e.g., image, sound, and animation, in terms of the relationship between intended purposes of multimedia and perceived learning and satisfaction?
- How will multimedia affect the cognitive process of learning? Will there be differences among different types of multimedia?
• Will there be differences in terms of attitude toward multimedia learning/teaching between learners and instructors? Will there be difference in terms of attitude toward multimedia learning/teaching between when learners/instructors use multimedia and when they see or listen to multimedia used by others?

In order to explore these issues, a field study that incorporates direct observation, questionnaires and interviews will be carried out. We believe that the answers to these questions will be able to provide a clue for instructors to become good matchmakers for a possible marriage between ALN and multimedia.
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